Madagascar is regarded by some as one of the most degraded landscapes on Earth, with 11 estimates suggesting that 90% of forests have been lost to indigenous Tavy farming. However, 12 the extent of this degradation has been challenged: paleoecological data, phylogeographic 13 analysis, and species diversity maps indicate that pyrogenic savannas in Central Madagascar pre-14 date human arrival, even though rainfall is sufficient to allow forest expansion into Central 15
Savannas-defined by co-dominance of grasses and trees-cover 70% of Africa (Menaut 28 state of Madagascar passed anti-fire policies to curb fire-setting by farmers and pastoralists (Kull 48 density (to approximate local seed production) and local grass density (the empty spaces for 142 colonization), with precipitation ܲ as the proportionality constant (see also Staver et al. 2011a, 143 Staver and Levin 2012, Touboul et al. 2018 ). This proportionality constant could potentially be 144 modified to incorporate edaphic constraints on tree establishment, although this extension is not 145 shown here. However, results would not change qualitatively, as soils only act to change the 146 strength of fire-feedbacks (see Bowman and Perry 2017). Next, we assume that the per-capita 147 mortality rate of forest trees in response to fire is a step function ߶ ሺ ܶ ሻ (we provide the functional 148 form of ߶ in Fig. 2 caption) , which depends on the local density of grasses and, thus, trees 149 (G=1-T; see also Staver et al. 2011a, Staver and Levin 2012) . The mortality rate ߶ is high at 150
high grass density (such as in an open-canopy savanna/grassland, where fire spreads readily) and 151 low at low grass density (such as in a closed-canopy forest). Combining these demographic 152 processes yields a mean-field growth function of trees: 153 
To obtain a 2D version of the model, we replace the subscript 
which, in the high-‫ܦ‬ limit, can be 209 further simplified to a diffusion approximation to yield a 1D reaction-diffusion model: 210
The results of the diffusion model are used to establish a 212 baseline for comparison with the heterogeneous dispersal model that is presented in the next 213 section. 214
Reaction-diffusion models (Eq. 3) are an idealized representation of spatial dynamics of 215 populations, as they ignore stochasticity in demographic rates and instead model these processes 216 as continuous functions. This simplification is based on the idea that local stochastic processes 217 can be approximated as continuous functions at large spatial scales (Skellam 1951 , Levin 1992 . This dispersal scheme has the advantage that when the boundary is far from the barrier, 283 the biome dynamics can be described using the diffusion approximation, i.e., the equilibrium 284 position of the boundary is uniquely determined by ܲ ெ . However, if the boundary encounters a 285 barrier during propagation, the diffusion approximation breaks down. As a result, the boundary 286 may become pinned at the barrier before reaching its bioclimatic limit ܲ ெ . To build intuition for 287 how this mechanism could have stabilized the biome boundary at the edge of the Central Plateau, 288 we investigate the dynamics of forest invading savanna at the dispersal barrier when 
(for convenience we lose the subscript ݇ ). In the bistable region, the system has at most four 297 roots (see bifurcation diagram in Fig. 2G ). Since ܶ ൌ 0 is a trivial root, we direct our attention to 298 the other three roots, which can be obtained by setting the square bracket term to zero. 299
Graphically, finding the roots is equivalent to identifying points where growth function intersects 300 the zero growth line. When Fig. 4A ). Since the patch is initially in the savanna state, fire feedbacks maintain the patch in 304 the savanna attractor and, consequently, forest invasion fails. 305
Next, we increase ݀ , which graphically corresponds to raising
For a low value of edges ( Fig. S5) . Therefore, all scenarios produce results that are qualitatively consistent with our 338 intuition from the 1D stepping-stone model presented above. 339
Large-scale simulations. To check if range pinning is consistent with vegetation patterns 340
in Madagascar, we simulate biome patterns using the 2D calibrated model presented in the 341 previous section. Simulation methods are similar to those described in Goel et al. (2018) , but this 342 time, we also include information on the topography. Again, we use a binary dispersal scheme: 343 using the topography map of Madagascar, we code all the patches along the steep slopes (i.e., 344 elevation angle above
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. For all the other patches, we used the dispersal rate for the 346 homogeneous stepping-stone model in the previous section (see Fig. S6 in Appendix S1). 347
The simulation predicts drastically different biome patterns in Madagascar (Fig. 3B ) 348 when compared to the 2D diffusion model (Fig. 3A) . We find dispersal limitation at the 349 savanna-forest boundary in Madagascar is not set by climate (Fig. 3) . Instead, topography, in 359 interaction with fire feedbacks, exerts an overriding control in determining the location of the 360 biome boundary. Specifically, the model predicts that the boundary can stabilize at a dispersal 361 barrier despite being far from its bioclimatic limit (Fig. 4) . This phenomenon, referred to as 362 range pinning (Keitt et al. 2001), may potentially explain why forests have not expanded into 363 highland savannas, even though these regions are climatically suited to support forest. This 364 mechanism for the maintenance of biomes suggests that savannas in Central Madagascar may 365 not be a product of deforestation. Table S1 and Appendix S1 for more 606 details on paleoecological data). Note that the eastern edge of the Central Plateau is coincident 607 with the savanna-forest boundary. We hypothesize that the Central Plateau could have prevented 608 the expansion of forest into Central Madagascar due to dispersal limitation. 609 
